Double entry bookkeeping template excel

Simple explanation of double entry bookkeeping. Double entry bookkeeping example. Excel double entry bookkeeping template free. Double entry bookkeeping simple example. Double entry bookkeeping system excel template.
This page contains links to free accounting templates, accounting forms, excel bookkeeping templates and double entry bookkeeping pdf forms.An accounting template will help you in the process of managing your business. These free resources are available for you to download and use for your own personal development or business, and to teach or
train others. The templates are mainly in PDF, Excel and Word format. Please be aware that these accounts templates may not be suitable for your business and you need to judge whether they are appropriate to your business and circumstances.Recommended Accounting TemplateOur Simple Bookkeeping Spreadsheet can be used to record receipts
and payments transactions and produce a summary of receipts and payments at the end of each accounting period. Popular Accounting TemplatesA selection of popular accounting forms from double-entry-bookkeeping.comLatest Accounting TemplatesA selection of the most recent bookkeeping templates from double-entry-bookkeeping.comAll
Accounting TemplatesA listing of all the accounting forms and templates from double-entry-bookkeeping.comChart of Accounts TemplatesBookkeeping Basics TemplatesCosting TemplatesMaterial Requisition FormJob Time Sheet TemplateJob Cost Record TemplateCash TemplatesPetty Cash Voucher TemplateBank Reconciliation TemplateOther
Accounting TemplatesIn addition to these accounting templates and forms, double-entry-bookkeeping.com also has a selection of useful financial calculators to help you manage and control your business. Last modified July 16th, 2019 by Michael Brown Break even is used to define whether your business revenue can cover all of your expenses within
particular time period. One month is a common period to measure it. Your company gains profit if your revenue...Schedule of Cost of Goods Manufactured (CoGM) Report template is an Excel spreadsheet to calculate cost of producing products within particular time period. This report is part of accounting system to...Merchandising business is a type
of business where particular companies or entities purchase inventory from other companies and resell it to get profit. Stores that you see in every cities fall to this...Accounting journals are journals with company's detail financial transaction. This transaction is recorded in a general journal or one of the special journals for the most active accounts.
The most common...General Ledger (GL) in accounting is a collection of accounts used to summarize transactions that have been recorded in the journals. Ledgers can also be interpreted in the last stages of the accounting...Petty cash is the company's reserved money for the payment of routine expenses with small nominal amount. The main
characteristic of petty cash is in its nominal amount. It has a threshold which follow...All business owners hope their enterprises will be profitable. You invest in your business to watch that investment grow. But to know whether or not your business is performing to your expectations, you...Account payable is defined as money owed by any
companies/entities to their suppliers. It is for goods or services that those companies are received where particular suppliers are invoicing them with credit...Account Receivable (AR) is the amount of payment due to goods delivered or services used but haven't been paid yet. It is usually referred to outstanding invoices. In accounting, balance sheet
report includes...Accounting System for Manufacturing Company is an Excel spreadsheet to record and create financial report for manufacturing companies. Manufacturing company is type of company that purchases raw materials,...This is a Double Entry Bookkeeping Accounting System spreadsheet in Microsoft Excel for any Retail companies. In
accounting, double-entry bookkeeping means every financial entry to an account (mostly...It’s long been known that owning income-generating real estate can positively affect your net worth. By some estimates, 90% of the millionaire created in the past two hundred years started in real estate. One...In business, there are three different common
business classification you can find. Those are service, merchandising and manufacturing businesses. In financial and accounting terms, it leads to different...If you are running a company or if you are working as an accounting, you will be familiar with the meaning of Cost of Goods Sold or usually known as CoGS. There are two company types (in
accounting terms)... Revenue is the lifeblood of any business. It’s what keeps the lights on and the wheels turning. In short,… Small business owners have a lot of responsibilities. Not only do they need to keep track of the day-to-day… Businesses have cash outflow when cash is paid out from the business. These can be from regular payments such…
Self-employed individuals are responsible for making sure they pay the right amount of tax. One way to do this… Bookkeeping templates are a must to be dealt with within a business. An accountant must know the struggle to work with the creation of accounting templates like accounting journal templates, accounting ledger templates, bookkeeping
templates, etc. These documents are almost used in all kinds of businesses to keep records of their data and finances. Since we work for your ease, we will provide you some amazing useful accounting templates absolutely for free. We will also provide you some amazing use of these accounting templates so that you get an idea about the significance
of these accounting and finance templates:How do you do a double entry in Excel?There are several methods and uses of finance sample templates. These templates are dealt with most easily in Microsoft excel in the easiest way. Below are listed some amazing features and how these can be used in excel:Accounting templates are used to keep
records about the financial aspect of a business. Organizations need to keep a record of their activities. No matter what kind of activity it is, it must be saved by a bookkeeper for the future and record purposes. Finance tasks of an organization require calculations of the estimated profit and loss. Apart from that, a company’s level of success and
predictions also depends on the previous records. That is why an organization must keep track of the ongoing work.An accounting template also aids in keeping the track of supplies expense and their journey finances.These templates are also helpful in recording the cash disbursement and possible chances of cash investments.In fact, summing up all
the plus points of using the accounting templates, we can say that these are a must-have necessity of an organization and we cannot deny the importance of their usage.Double entry bookkeeping excel spreadsheet freeMaking an accounting template is difficult since it requires some formulas for the calculations of profit etc. however you do not need
to stress about their formulation since we are providing you a Supplies expense journal entry.You can easily download the Double-entry Bookkeeping excel spreadsheet template for free from our website. If you like this template, then please do not forget to leave us good feedback. If you didn’t find this sample helpful enough, then head towards our
website for some useful accounting templates. The content is for informational purposes only, you should not construe any such information or other material as legal, tax, investment, financial, or other advice. Nothing contained this site constitutes a solicitation, recommendation, endorsement, or offer by Bizzlibrary or any third party service
provider to buy or sell any securities or other financial instruments in this or in any other jurisdiction in which such solicitation or offer would be unlawful under the securities laws of such jurisdiction. Ben Cryp Very useful double entry bookkeeping sheet! Agatha Shelton - NZL Finaly a website where I do not need a subscription! EM W. Looks pretty
easy to do and to read. I have no book-keeping experience so hoping this will do the trick. sonnie S I guess this is not what I need, or partially what I need. I need a step by step tutorial, so I can really understand it. Thank you for your video Sonnie Surendra Bhanot i HAVE JUST DOWNLOADED THE EXCEL FILE AND i HOPE THAT IT WILL BE A
GREAT EXPERIENCE! THANKS!! Glynis Allen I wanted a simple template with formulas and this is perfect for me. Brighton Mulenga looking forward to using the sheets lal af thank you for not asking for my email and helping my business Jacqueline H As someone doing accounts for the first time this is a gift. Thank you and I will look at your other
sheets too. Tom W After extensive searching, this site provided me with exactly what I needed for my small business Rehman Saeed I need a complete Charts of Accounts Deb Hebert - USA I remember this website from before, never dissapointing. Double-Entry Bookkeeping is the system used in accounting to ensure that every transaction tells an
accurate story about where the money came from and where it went. It is a bit similar to Newton’s Third Law. This is the physics concept of every action having an equal and opposite reaction. The accounting principle behind the double-entry system states that for every debit to one account there is an equal credit from another account. The money
had to have come from somewhere and gone into somewhere. In basic accounting practices, where the money came from is considered a credit and where the money goes is considered a debit.In college, I learned about these concepts and immediately wanted to apply them to my own personal finances. But all I had was Microsoft Excel. Turns out,
Microsoft Excel is all you need. In this article, I will detail how to create double-entry bookkeeping system in Excel that will help you keep your money sorted just like a good accountant.Step One: Choose Your AccountsAccounting is primarily focused on maintaining accounts as separate boxes for money to either be debited into or credited out
of. Before you can start sorting your money into these boxes, you need to label ALL of them starting with “Income” or “Revenue”. Every small or large business or small or large individual who has money to manage, has a means of income or revenue. There has to be a way for money to come into your system whether it be from paychecks, Ma & Pa,
or stolen lunch money. In my personal system, I keep separate labels for “Gifts” and “Paychecks.” “Paychecks” is my term for the money that I earn through the sweat of my brow (including tax returns) and “Gifts” is my term for money that I did not earn but was given to me (or violently extorted as is the case with stolen lunch money).Next, you need
your bank accounts and credit cards. I would suggest names such as “Wells Fargo Checking” or “BOA Savings” or “Fidelity Investments” or “BB&T Credit Card.” These names list both the name of the banking institution and what type of account it is. It would be best to list every type of bank account and credit card, but it is understandable if you
need to list “Other Credit Cards” or “Other Bank Accounts”. Just be sure to keep these two types of accounts separate. A bank account has money in it already that can be spent. Savings and investment accounts also fall into this category. A credit card, however, is an account that is spent first and then paid off.Finally, you need your expense
accounts. If income is money entering the system, expenses are the various exit doors. It is best to find a good middle ground for labeling your various expenses. For example, you can label “Gas,” “Car Insurance,” and “Maintenance” as three separate accounts or you can use the label “Automobile” to describe all three or you can use the term
“Transportation” to describe all automobile expenses plus the money you spent on mountains of food for your 2-ton ancient psychic tandem war elephant.The more generalized a label is, the less insightful it will be for knowing what the money actually went toward. For example, I split my “Food” category into “Eat-Out” and “Groceries” because
spending money on sushi is a bit costlier than cooking tuna and rice at home. However, the more specific a label is, the more labels you will need to use. Although using more labels will give you more insights into your spending, I would suggest starting fairly generalized at first and adjusting as needed. This way you don’t bite off more than you can
chew from the get-go.Also, everyone needs an “Other” category. Everyone needs one even if you use it for nothing else but to escape your own scrutiny of your personal financial management system and sweep a few splurges under the rug. However, if you find that the “Other” category becomes too significant of an expense, you need to break it
down into trackable categories.Step Two: Row 1 on Your Excel DocumentStarting in the upper left in cell A1, write “Notes”, then “Date” in B1, “Account” in C1, “Debit” in D1, and “Credit” in E1. Like so:Next, I would like to suggest the optional formula: =SUBTOTAL(9,D:D)-SUBTOTAL(9,E:E) in cell F1. This will come in handy for instantly ensuring
that all of your accounts are balanced.Finally, we will fill out the columns in row 1 starting in column G with the list of our account labels. Order does not matter. For this example, I will list “Income,” “Bank-Name Checking,” “Bank-Name Credit Card,” “Bank-Name Savings,” “Automobile,” “Food,” “House,” and “Other” as the account labels in
columns G-F, respectively.Step Three: FormattingAt this point go ahead and take a moment to get your formatting set-up. Columns A and C will contain text, column B will contain dates, and columns from D onwards will contain monetary values. Be sure to format the whole column by right-clicking the column and selecting “Format Cells”.Also:If you
would like to, you can freeze row 1 so that it is still visible as you scroll down through your list of transactions.You can set your format for the monetary values to either “Accounting” or “Currency” depending on what suits you best.If you shade every other row on your spreadsheet, you will have an easier time reading it.Color-coding is always a great
option. Go crazy.Step Four: If-then Formulas (Columns G onward)In G2, type this formula: =IF($C2=G$1,$D2-$E2,0)Then, copy and paste that formula horizontally across all of your columns in row 2 by clicking and dragging the lower right-hand corner of cell G2 (your cursor should change to a black plus sign when you are ready to drag it
across).Now comes the fun part. With the portion of row 2 where you have pasted the above formula still selected drag downward to copy and paste that formula for at least a few thousand rows.The end result should look like this (except that yours should extend for thousands of rows so that you can store a month’s or a year’s worth of transactions
on this excel worksheet):With formulas visible, it should look like this:Verify, at random, a few cells in the matrix of formulas that you copied downward. You can do this by clicking “Trace Precedents” in the “Formulas” tab of Excel. If the precedent arrows connect to the tested cell in one horizontal and one vertical line, then you are all set.What’s with
all of these formulas?Well, I designed these formulas to test if the account label in column C matches the account label in row 1 and, if so, to take column D minus column E and, if not, to list “0”. The result is a matrix of formulas that will check every transaction entry and list debits as positive figures and credits as negative figures with a column
specific to each account.Step Five: Record Your Opening BalancesWith starting this new accounting method, you will want to start with day one. If you track your expenses by years, you may want to start at January 1st. If you are a current college or high school student, you may prefer to start your fiscal year at the start of August so that your
expenses track better with the school year. For this example, I will use January 1st, 2018 as the start date.Now, looking at your bank statements, how much money did you have in each account on January 1st, 2018? List them like so:Notice that the account names listed in the “Account” column match the account names in H1, I1, and J1
precisely. Excel will not be able to match them otherwise. You can use the “Notes” column to add additional information relevant to the transaction that will help you keep track of what each transaction was. This way it won’t compromise the “Account” column with extraneous descriptions.Secondly, notice that there is no account label for “Opening
Balance” as you will only use this label once.Thirdly, notice that each transaction has one date but two entries. This is where double-entry bookkeeping gets its name. The first line lists the debited account name with the amount of money debited to that account in the “Debit” column. The second line (optionally indented for visual understanding) lists
the credited account name with the amount of money credited to that account in the “Credit” column.Fourthly, notice that the checking and savings accounts have their money listed as a debit and the credit card has its money listed as a credit. Unless you are flat broke, there will always be money in the checking and savings accounts that you can
liquidize and spend at Dunkin’ Donuts. However, when you are flat broke, you can spend your credit card at Dunkin’ Donuts with the hope that you will soon get enough money to pay it off. This explains why checking, savings, and debit card accounts are all positive debit accounts while credit cards are negative credit accounts. The money that is on
the credit card is money that you owe the credit card company. If you were to continue to spend with that credit card, you would end up owing more and more money to the credit card company not less and less. Credit cards are, by nature, a negative balance. We can verify that Excel is recording this appropriately by seeing that column I has a
negative number in row 5.If there is a discrepancy between the credit and the debit when recording any transaction, the amount of discrepancy will be listed in cell F1 like so:By finding and correcting the discrepancy, you will have balanced your accounts and cell F1 will list a zero.Step Six: Record Your ExpensesFollowing the template for setting up
the opening balances for your bank accounts, use your bank and credit card statements to record all of your transactions up to the present-day. Remember, debits show where the money went to. Credits show where the money came from. Here are a few examples:Firstly, notice how Income is in the credits column. Remember how credits are where
the money comes from and debits are where the money goes to? Well, income comes from outside of your system (where there is a theoretical infinite amount of money you could earn if you had infinite hours in the days to work infinite jobs all day long). Because it is extracted from that infinite sum, it is credited to the “Income” account and debited
to whichever bank account it enters. When done appropriately, it will appear as a negative total. You may think that this is showing that you made a negative income. Don’t worry. The sign change can easily be switched when the time comes so that it looks a bit more intuitive.Secondly, notice how money is moved from the checking account to the
savings account. Also notice how the credit card is paid off by moving money from the checking account to the credit card account. This use of credits and debits shows each transaction in two halves so that the money is safely tracked from one account to another.Step Seven: Using Your DataWith your ledger set-up for you to enter new transactions
on a regular basis, you can now analyze your data. The quickest method is to click on the “C” at the top of column C and click “Sort & Filter” in the “Home” tab. This will allow you to filter for specific accounts so that you can see all of the transactions coming into or out of that account.Another easy method would be to right-click row 2 and insert a
row. You can then write a SUM formula under each of the account names in column G-N. The SUM formulas will calculate the total of each accounts column. Like so:You can change the SUM formula in your column G, “Income” column, to read “=-SUM(G3:G3000)”. The negative sign in front of the word “SUM” will switch the total to display as a
positive figure.The more extensive method is to create a balance sheet that grabs the sums for each account and displays them all in one summary table. This table can be set-up to display averages across months or running totals or sums of multiple related accounts.Here is the table that displays the information from the above example:This uses the
table feature (by far my favorite Excel feature). If you are unfamiliar with Excel tables and subtotal functions, here are the two articles I recommend:Excel tables: the Total Row: functions in this table use the SUM function to pull from the General Ledger page and add up the correct column for the number of rows where a specific month is found.I
know, it's a little wonky. Leave your questions in the comments and I'll try to help any way I can.Here's a more thorough explanation:Across the top row of the Table of Categories, you have the different accounts such as “Bank Name Checking.”So, if the cell H1 on the General Ledger is “Bank Name Checking,” then your Tables of Categories should
add up all of column H to see how much is in the “Bank Name Checking” category. That’s why I use the SUM function. A simple way to do this is to type “=SUM(“ and then click on the General Ledger sheet and click on the H at the top of that sheet to select the whole column.Then, because I want to separate spending by months in the Table of
Categories, in each row I modify this equation to match the rows where those month’s expenses are found. So if July expenses are found in rows 34 through row 78, I’ll make the equation on the Table of Categories to include H34:H78.From there, you can take the data displayed in this table and create new charts and graphs and tables that will
display your financial data the way you want to.Disclaimer: Created for Personal Use by a Non-ProfessionalWith a little set-up, you can use Microsoft Excel to create a neat and tidy double-entry bookkeeping system. For me, personally, I can enter a month’s worth of expenses in a half-hour or less. Plus, with the way I have full control over my data, I
can customize my own tables, pie charts, and line graphs to display insights into my spending habits hand-tailored to my changing needs. You may end up with your own customizations and optimizations.You also may find that my method was convoluted and not helpful for you. I do apologize. Excel is my hobby and personal finance tool. I don't use it
professional and I am not a certified Excel teacher. This article is just me passing along information that I couldn't find on the web when I was trying to make this work for me.Good luck and feel free to share this article with your friends if you found it useful!
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